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President’s Report
The time in Korčula was everything I anticipated. The group was inspired by
Trevor Newman‟s leadership and the scenery to collect a wealth of material
and painting notes for future „masterpieces‟ – now I just need the time to do
them! I returned home to find there are 10 new Fellows to announce at the
AGM and a fully packed Spring Exhibition with 116 works on display. The
opening of the exhibition, shared with the Friends of the South Australian
School of Art was most successful (see report this issue). The number of
people visiting the gallery for the first time was most encouraging. Surprisingly
there were no sales of art work. Why? It remains incomprehensible why an
exhibition sells well and another does not. It is an answer sought by all gallery
directors.
The AGM on 23rd October went smoothly. Thank you for accepting me as your continuing President
and thank you to others who continue in office, especially to Bev as she officially becomes Director for
2011/12 plus a big welcome to the new members on Council and Committees. As usual attendance at
the AGM was low, only just above the required quorum and all the vacancies were not filled, of most
concern is the lack of an Associate Representative on Council. Please talk to Bev or me if you think
this is for you.
The 2nd Solar Art Prize Exhibition had a flying start with 6 sales on opening and an interesting presentation by Dr Paul Willis. Council thanks Pip Fletcher for the enormous amount of work she undertakes to
make this a successful event. Entry forms are available for the 3 rd Solar Art Prize and probable final
one which will be held much earlier next year in anticipation of change of Government policy for solar
installation benefits.
A reminder of the Summer School during January – some classes are already full
and the opening of the Summer Exhibition „Too hot to Handle‟ on Sunday 4 th
December at the earlier time of 12.30pm by Tim Noonan, currently Channel 7
news and weather presenter with a difference. We will also celebrate the
beginning of the Christmas season with lunch (bring a plate to share) and the
Art Market; an opportunity to buy a favourite artist‟s work for under $200. This
could be the answer to your Christmas present list.
Vikki Waller FRSASA

MEMBERSHIP FEES ARE NOW DUE:
Web: http://www.rsasarts.com.au/links.html Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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LH: Jeff Minchim at the Jam Factory with his display of work
at the Living Treasures Master of Australian Craft Series.
RH: Gary Lee Gaston receiving his Life Membership from
Pam Saint to the Adelaide Art Society at the Grain-store
Studios in October.

Two Living Treasures
from Vikki Waller

Jeff Minchim: Ceramics, 28 October – 3 December at the Jam Factory Gallery One. The exhibition was opened by Margot
Orborne, Independent Writer and Curator. This is the Adelaide venue for the nationally touring exhibition by Object Gallery
as part of the Living Treasures Masters of Australian Craft Series. Jeff a member and past President of the RSASA is one of
Australia‟s most prominent and influential ceramic artists; his career spanning more than 30 years. There is a book on the
exhibition with splendid photographs and explanations of the design inspiration behind the works (available in the RSASA
library). Jeff has remained true to his home State by using views of the Adelaide hills and Coorong as the basis for his art.
This can be seen in the accompanying photograph of his art works on the wall. The exhibition is well worth a visit!
Adelaide Art Society Spring Exhibition 29 th. Oct. – 10th. Nov. at the Grain Store Studios was opened by Gary Lee Gaston.
Several of the 58 works on show were by members of the RSASA. Gary, as part of his address reminisced about the earlier
days at the AAS: He has been a member since 1967 and called to mind many of the past teachers and events. This
proved to be most appropriate as at the end of his speech the current President Pamela Saint presented Gary with life
membership of the AAS.

Emerging South Australian Artists attend
Impact-7 Conference
By Alex Bishop-Thorpe

A group of 27 South Australian artists have made the
journey to attend the Impact-7 Conference in Melbourne,
themed “Intersections and Counterpoints”. Impact, a
multidisciplinary Printmaking conference, is held
biennially at a different location around the world.
Beginning in 1999 at the University of West England,
2011 marks the first time that Impact has made it to
Australian shores, and proved a valuable opportunity to
experience the latest developments in the field.
Partnering with Monash University, the Faculty of Art
and Design of the Caulfield Campus was transformed
into a hive of activity and discussion over the four day
period between September 27th to 30th. With dozens of
nationally and internationally regarded speakers,
exhibitions and workshops, as well as a well stocked
product fair. The conference was abuzz with love of the
printed medium.
The trip represented the culmination of a close
collaboration between Printmaking students of the
Adelaide College of the Arts (AC Arts) and the South
Australian School of Art (SASA). Instigated by recent
SASA graduate Kate Smith and skilfully coordinated by
AC Arts printmaker Kai Benyk, the project resulted in a
successful funding application to the Helpmann Academy
in support of the journey. Coordinating a sizeably group
of SASA, AC Arts and Central School of Art students and
graduates and getting them all to Melbourne was by no
means an easy task, but despite the difficulties involved
the trip has been an overwhelming success. Forging new
relationships between schools and individuals as well as

a valuable opportunity to be exposed to the latest
developments in the field, both technical and theoretical,
the trip has been a treasured experience for many.

Of special significance was the opportunity to meet
suppliers of the vast array of print products such as inks,
papers, and tools, sorely difficult to purchase locally, and
attending workshops to learn new techniques.
A collaborative portfolio was collected by the artists and
travelled to Melbourne to be displayed at the conference,
offering up a sample of our local print-media.

W hile South Australia remains relatively isolated from
the majority of the Australian Print world, centred mostly
in the eastern states and being especially active in
Melbourne; trips like these will help enliven the local
printmaking community and will no doubt have a long
recognised influence on our Visual Arts.

A full list of the attendees is as follows:
Loique Allain, Alex Bishop-Thorpe, Simone Tippett,
Suzanne Boettcher, Kate Bohunnis, Christine Gordon,
Jordan Gower, Kerri Ann Wright, Jelena Vujnovic,
Jake Holmes, Christobel Kelly, Bek Klix, Michelle Lane,
Suzie Lockery, Lucy Potter,
Lorelei Medcalf, Tricia Ross,
Mei Sheong Wong,
Candace Nel, Lucy Timbrell,
Nicola Rowlands, Ron Eadie,
Josh Searson, Kai Benyk,
Grace Myers, Sonya Hender,
Georgina Willoughby.
Alex Bishop-Thorpe
taken by Lizzy Emery at his recent graduation.

Web: http://www.rsasarts.com.au/links.html Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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Lorna Dwyer FRSASA
AVALANCHE OF FRIENDLY STREET POETS Oil on Canvas

SALA A SLICE OF LIFE

17th July 2011

perspective,, a vision less predictable, less imitative.
Scientific discoveries come just as much from looking
outside the box as analytical research.
When we look at a work of art do we ask ourselves will it
continue to hold my interest? Does it make me think beyond
its immediate appeal? Do I like it because it reminds me of
better known works of art? Am I taken to another place?
What have I learnt about myself through this work?
„Thinking‟ is a present tense verb, but most of us regurgitate
old thoughts or stand on the shoulders of others and
re-interpret their thoughts. The act of making art and the
act of viewing art is about the challenge to „think‟, to see
with fresh eyes, to distil information, not by formula, for
there isn‟t one, but by allowing the mind to free fall through
the facts, fantasies and follies of our experiences to interpret for one‟s self, knowing that that interpretation is it‟s
self not fixed to concrete but ready at any time for
re-assessment.
The motivation behind all art is positive rather than
negative. Art is not attacking or criticizing or subverting; it
is about truth and in the course of speaking the truth it may
surprise and yes, even shock us with what it makes us
understand, then so be it. The desire of the group for an
authoritative voice to deliver the meaning of an art work is
not unique. In Jacques Derrida‟s The Truth in Painting he
refers to two responses in Van Gogh‟s painting Shoes, 1886
(Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam). The interpretations are
those of the philosopher Martin Heidegger and the art
historian Meyer Shapiro. Heidegger uses the painting as a
starting point for an elaborate evocation of the peasant
woman who wears these shoes, locating her within a
particular landscape and imagining he „uncomplaining‟ in
the face of difficulties. This kind of poetic and imaginative
reading can be compelling and, in the gallery, is justified as
a purely personal response (this is what it means to me) but
not as an interpretation. Derrida notes that Heidegger is
actually using the painting to support a particular ideology.

In turn, Shapiro uncovers Heidegger‟s „error‟ by stating that
the shoes actually belonged to the artists and were city
shoes not country shoes. His reading is that the shoes are
Firstly I want to acknowledge that we are on Kaurna land
a „sacred relic‟ with biographical significance. In practice
and thank the people of that nation in absentia who 155
years ago were here when this Society was established and he substitutes one „truth‟ for another: as Schneider states,
it becomes a struggle over who „controls the truth of the
those who saw this building erected in 1906.
shoes‟.
I last opened an exhibition here in 2001, exactly 10 years
Derrida challenges both interpretations: what if the shoes
ago, and I am pleased to be asked back. When asked to
open this exhibition I googled the RSA website and read the are not even a pair? At first this seems like an absurd line
of questioning, but is in fact rooted in a close observation of
aims and rules of the Society. The link between the
Society‟s aims of inclusiveness and great understanding of the painting. The more we look, the more doubt enters our
the visual arts and the SALA‟s aims are evident. As founder mind. When this most commonsense assumption is
challenged, Heidegger and Shapiro‟s claims for the „truth‟
of SALA, I am pleased to see it again this year reach a
record number of over 4,000 artists participating, and while of the painting become untenable.
they are not all here, I congratulate the 70 artists who have These authors/theorists try to explain the essence of art in
terms of the concepts of being and truth. They all argue that
contributed to this exhibition. That art can be part of an
ongoing learning process: the importance of raising the bar art is not only a way of expressing the element of truth in a
on ideas and experience within the visual arts is something culture but the means of creating it and providing a springboard from which „that which is‟ can be revealed. Works of
all of us understand.
art are not merely representations of the way things are, but
The slavish rendering of nature is to be admired, but then
actually produce a community‟s shared understanding.
nature itself provides an abundance of images to
Each time a new artwork is added to any culture, the
admire. Art allows for interpretation, imagination and
meaning of what it is to exist is inherently changed.
thinking outside the box. Great civilizations fostered and
The audience here has already endorsed this exhibition with
appreciated artists for they recognized that art adds value
to all aspects of life. In fact I would like to see professional your presence; it only remains, after congratulating
ourselves, to increase efforts to maximize the promotion of
artists invited onto boards of all major corporations at all
society‟s access to the ideas and contents of the exhibited
levels of government and all institutions to add that new
works, with as much rigor as possible.
The opening speech by Paul Greenaway
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SOLAR ART PRIZE WINNERS

from Bev Bills, FRSASA

Exhibition dates: 6 – 27 November, 2011

Section 7: Mixed, Jane Price, Dingo

Pip Fletcher the Curator of the 2nd Solar Art Prize must be
congratulated on the success of the exhibition which was
opened by Dr Paul Williss, Director of RiAus, with humour
and enthusiasm, in our RSASA Gallery. It was a large crowd
which attended the opening to hear the names of the
winners announced. They were as follows:

Overall Winner: Hans Koppan, Salisbury Wetlands
Section 1 People:
Marg Easson,
Heat transfer,
Portrait of Richard
Smith

The Solar exhibition is aimed at celebrating nature and the
environment and promote the reduction of carbon output
in the fight against global warming. Its aim is to encourage
ideas for the reduction of atmospheric C02, through art by
individual artists. The major prize is an $8,000 voucher for
Solar panels, with a further eight prizes of $3,000 of
vouchers.
The exhibition this year consists of 75 artworks from 52
Finalists. The Judges were David Dridan OAM, Jack Briner
and Arthur Phillips.

Section 2:
Biodiversity:
David Lawruk,
Young Western
Grey Kangaroo

Section 3: Oil & Acrylic,
Wendy Jennings,
Sun Power
,

Section 4: Watercolour, pastels:
Rain Trees Alan Ramachandran
Section 5: Technical Plans & Designs:
Student group Lachlan & friends. NOT SHOWN
Section 6: Sculpture,
Helen Taylor, Radeiolarian NOT SHOWN.

Pip Fletcher has once again demonstrated her passion for
art along-side her concern for our climate. She has again
encouraged artists through
their artworks to display an
awareness to others through
creative eyes.
The Solar Art Prize 2011 has
been a stunning exhibition, of
high quality work. Dr Paul
Williss gave a tremendous
speech, outlining Solar Energy,
and commented on how the
artists have used the energy of
the sun within their works,
many of which have been sold.

Web: http://www.rsasarts.com.au/links.html Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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"A very Successful 150th Anniversary Celebrations" by Jack Condous President Friends South Australian School of Art
On Sunday 9th October 2011, the Friends of the South
Australian School of Art, joined with the RSASA,to celebrate
the 150th Anniversary of the South Australian School of Art
(SASA). Classes first began in the Institute Building. This
celebration was held to coincide with the launch of the
Spring Exhibition.
It was opened by Mr Hieu Van Le AO, Lieutenant Governor of
South Australia and Chair of the South Australia
Multicultural Affairs.
Over 100 people attended beginning with lunch provided by
Friends SASA with catering by Toni Corso and her group of
supporters.
I would like to thank the President of the RSASA Vikki Waller
and the Director Bev Bills, for their kind assistance and
support in this joint venture. We should join forces on such
special occasions and preserve what is very important in our
societies.
A special publication has been distributed in South Australia
and around Australia, entitled "South Australian School of
Art-150 Years". It was published by Friends SASA to
accompany celebrations of the 150 years of SASA in
conjunction with the RSASA. It was produced and edited by
the Friends SASA Secretary, Bente Andermahr, with the
financial support of many kind sponsors and particular
assistance by Stephen Rogers, the archivist for Dr Jeffrey
Smart AO.
Copies of this special publication are available on sale at $4
at the RSASA Gallery front desk.
We are grateful for the contributions to this publication by
the RSASA, Dr Jeffrey Smart. Dr. Jenny Aland, Max Lyle, and
Professor Mads Gaardboe. It is a wonderful publication to
celebrate an important and special occasion.
I thank all who attended to celebrate. This event
certainly assisted in keeping those memories alive and
highlighted the importance of our heritage.

Bev Bills, Director RSASA; Mr Hieu Van Le AO, Lieutenant Governor of SA and
Chair of SA Multicultural Affairs ; Bishop Ian George AO, Vikki Waller
President RSASA.

Mr Max Lyle, Former President RSASA; Dr. Jenny Aland:
Vikki Waller, President RSASA; Bente Andermahr, Secretary Friends SASA.

Jack Condous, President Friends SASA; Dr. Adam Dutkiewitz, Professor
Mads Gaarboe, Head of School- Art, Architecture and Design at University of SA.

Photographs by Kon Heyer

2011 RSASA BOARD and COMMITTEE:
PRESIDENT: Rev Vikki Waller.
DIRECTOR: Bev Bills.
VICE PRESTDENTS
David Braun.
Bob Landt.
Gary Lee Gaston.
TREASURER: Coralie Armstrong.
ACCOUNTANT: Betty Anderson.
FELLOW MEMBERS:
Pip Fletcher.
Krys Andrecki.

Uta Mooney.
Betty Anderson.
PRACTISING MEMBER: Jack Condous.
PROMOTIONS:
Stephen Smart.
NEW MEMBER REP:
Deirdre Boyd.
STUDENT MEMBER:
Heath Cader
FRIEND REP: No nominations
SELECTION COMMITTEE:
Makram lskandar
Stephanie Schrapel
Betty Anderson
Uta Mooney

Beryl Stutchbury
Margaret Tuckey
Jennie Goh
Alicia Bills - Jokic
CRAFT SELECTION COMMITTEE :
Uta Mooney & from Selection Commit.
EXHIBITION COMMITTEE
Pip Fletcher - Chair
Shane Schubert
Mignon Voysey
Stephanie Schrapel
AUDITOR: Kevin J. Osborn C.P.A.
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DAVID SUMNER GALLERY “ A Touch of Light ”
a major exhibition of paintings by Alan Louis Ramachandran.
Alan was born in Singapore. He was always interested in art
and his late uncle, Ivan E. Andrade, a gifted artist nurtured
Alan‟s talent, bringing Alan into a wonderful world of creativity
through art. Alan had first started painting in oils, however it
was watercolours that he chose. He developed a strong
interest in this creative medium. He was to later attend
watercolour painting classes at La Salle School of the Arts in
Singapore, and learned much about handling watercolour
medium. His teachers were some of Singapore‟s most
Watercolour Winter Light 36 x 72
eminent watercolour artists like Ng Woon Lam and Seah Kam
Chuan, the president of the Singapore Watercolour Society.
In 2004, Alan was elected a member of The Watercolour
Society of Singapore.
His professional career began in interior design and
subsequently he set-up his own interior design company in
Singapore, where he ran a consultancy for 20 years. Over time,
his passion for painting continued to develop and mature.
Alan dallied on the notion to work as a full time watercolour
artist and embarked on painting trips around Asia. During this
time; he also displayed his work in the Singapore galleries with
many of his watercolours eventually making their way into art
shows in Singapore and abroad.
Watercolour Cool Morning 36 x 72
Alan and family moved in early 2007 to Adelaide.
Painting is Alan‟s way of expressing how he appreciates life and the beauty of what he sees about him. Even the most
ordinary and mundane things. If he paints a street scene, river scene, people, landscapes, flowers, or even a single leaf;
Alan derives much joy and satisfaction from being able to freely express his own interpretations of what he perceives.
He is guided only by his emotions and innermost feelings. In the process of painting, his emotions dictate the actual
palette and composition. The finished work may not exactly be what he had conceptualized when he started but this to
Alan is the essence of painting – giving free rein to one‟s emotions.
.Alan said, “I began my true artistic journey the moment I arrived in Adelaide from Singapore in 2007. The spells of
exciting cityscapes, the beauty of landscapes and the natural wonders of this boundless land now provided me with an
abundance of inspiration for watercolour paintings. My journey continues unabated”.
The exhibition “A TOUCH OF LIGHT”, was opened on August 28th by James Raggat FRSAS former President of our Royal
South Australian Society of Arts.
Alan congratulations on a excellent exhibition full of light and colour, well done! ed.

THE BIG “N” NUDITY IN ART:
Beware! Any form of nudity in children under age or
any thing that may be thought to be suggestive can
get you the artist into BIG trouble: There is what we
consider tasteful and that which we don‟t and even
the tasteful art can be seen as pornographic by our
law makers. Anything you develop as a photograph
or paint can be open to interpretation : developing
nude children‟s photo‟s for a friend, photographing or
painting children with-out proper clothing or contact with
each other can be seen as offensive. Those family photo‟s
of the kids in a bubble bath or naked under the sprinkler
can be conceived as being pornographic if placed in the
wrong hands or passed on to others via the internet or
post.
Photo‟s and paintings taken by an artist a number of years
ago can still be today even though published by the
thousands as excellent for their time can be taken to be
not fit by todays authorities and laws. Beware, that children
must be protected and sometime an innocent moment can
lead to an embarrassing long moment with our authorities.
Today with many of our laws we are now seen to be guilty
through press and politicians even before the charges are
interpreted by the courts. The stain is set even if proved
innocent………
...ed.

The “ART IN DIVERSITY” Exhibition organized by the Ethnic Broadcasters Inc.
Multicultural Art Exhibition 20ll for the SALA Festival.
The group hold three exhibitions per year:
Easter, Sala in August and Christmas.
If anyone wishes to be part of this next time, they are
welcome. Twenty eight artists exhibited their
works. The judges were from, Artistic License
Gallery, Melbourne St, North Adelaide.
First Prize went to Alan Ramachadran for a
Water-colour “NORTH ADELAIDE” Painting,
Second Prize went to Krystyna Andreki
for a seascape Oil Painting “TOWARDS THE
HORIZON”.
CHRISTMAS IS NOT
ONLY FOR YOUR
BELIEFS BUT IS A
TIME FOR GETTING
TOGETHER AS
FAMILY; INVITING
STRANGERS AND
FRIENDS TO SHARE
WITH YOU THE
WONDERFUL LIFE
WE HAVE…………….
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PROPOSED : Auction: Fundraiser - It is asked that
members of our Society donate artworks, (Sculpture /
painting / photography / mixed media) to raise funding for
our society to obtain more office equipment and new lighting
in the gallery.
The participating artists may be able to set a reserve price
on the works they provide. It is felt that a fundraiser could be
held with an exhibition about 22nd April to 13 May 2012,
with the auction to held on the 13th May.
The NSW Art Society have works with $150 - $300 price
Limit in a similar scheme,- Interested purchases buy numbered tickets for a nominal amount, and the tickets are
placed into a jar to be drawn.
A special event is held when each ticket is pulled out. The
first drawn, gets to pick first the work of their choice and
each that follows chooses. ( TO the value of their tickets).
It is down to the luck of the draw.
Nibbles & champagne are available and the event can be
held in RSASA gallery.
A selection process will be held to ensure the quality and

NANCY GEMMELL
OAM FRSASA

1917 - 2011
Author, Writer,
Historian, Artist.
It was sad to hear of the
death of Nancy Gemmell.
Through the Royal Society of
Arts I had the
opportunity to visit her at her
home at Strathalbyn on a
number of occasions before
she went to
hospital. She had a
favourite chair by a sliding
door so that she could see
the garden and birds. We
had wonderful
discussions about the artist‟s she knew and her life in
the Adelaide hills. Nancy‟s mind was bright and exploring but her body was letting her down. It didn‟t stop
her though. We discussed the book on the Sketchers
of the RSASA and the artists and prints in an exhibition called JUST BLACK and WHITE that I had prepared
for Port Pirie. I was
surprized on my first visit with my wife Jen to
receive the loan of a book. “Bring it back when you
finished reading it”, Nancy said. After a
number of books and visits I realised that the books
were a way of getting us to return. Nancy was looking
for contact with people who talked art. She talked of
close friends and happy
moments. Showed the wonderful collection of sketches and paintings that hung on her walls and were
stored in her scrap books. All the while we had cups of
tea and cake. Nancy had
organised herself by ensuring that items went to

the RSASA and others who would appreciate

minimum value for works. Works to be offered must be of a
high standard to attract ticket purchasers.
Categories may be set for works? $50 / $100/$200/$300,
but it needs to be a level playing field and has yet to be
decided.
The RSASA needs to advertise well to encourage ticket
Buyers promoting the artists and their works.
Tickets will cover the number of works donated.
We could partner with a charity. This project if tied to a
charity would raise the profile of RSASA in SA
It is felt to do the fund raiser correctly we would need up to
about 100 works.
Please contact the RSASA office if you‟d like to be involved
in this fundraiser for your Society.
WE ARE NOW ABOUT TO START TO PRODUCE THE
SECOND BOOK ON RSASA MEMBERS. THE FIRST BEING
THE SKETCHERS: THE NEXT BEING THE PRINT MAKERS.
IF YOU WANT TO BE INCLUDEDED
PLEASE CONTACT BOB LANDT OR BEV BILLS.
CONTACT DETAILS ON FRONT PAGE OF KALORI.

them. The last time we visited she explained that
she‟d soon go to Hospital and may not
return. She was preparing her death notice and
obituary and she said “If I don‟t do it now, no one
will get it right”.
It was a sad moment for Jen and I, we knew the
time had come. I didn‟t get a book to bring back but
there was a wonderful knowing warm smile of a
good friend given when we had our farewells for the
last time.
Nancy's story can be seen in the book sketches and Drawings 2010 by
RSASA Members in the RSASA library.
Ed.

Self Portrait by Nancy Gemmell 1942 RSASA Collection

PEOPLES‟ CHOICE AWARDS: RSASA Gallery
Members‟ Exhibitions
Winter/SALA: A Slice of Life: Chris Alway
Leasingham Patterns
Spring: New Beginnings: Oliver Shepherd
Portrait of Alana Twisk

Web: http://www.rsasarts.com.au/links.html Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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Dear Bob,
I thought you may be interested in these photo‟s taken at the “Mad Hatters Tea Party”
Exhibition, During SALA week at the Pepper Street Gallery. As you can see, there were
some very creative hats being worn. I was invited to do a hat demonstration, which was a
lot of fun and seemed very popular. Other people were demonstrating in different areas
and there was a brilliant band playing - “The Bearded Gypsies” - a very talented young
musicians. I will be demonstrating my sculpture hat formations again at the Marion Cultural
Centre on the 16th of October. ( 10 to 4 pm). Included are some photo‟s taken at my hat
demonstration at the RSASA - thanks for your review in a previous issue.
Cheers Anne. (Thompson)
Anne Thompson at the Mad Hatters Tea Party, Pepper Street Arts Centre Sunday 31st July 2011 where she
exhibited and demonstrated with painter Andrew Barr. Guest speaker was Peter Goers from the ABC .

Valmai Burnett .
Checking out the hats

Anne Thompson
demonstrating at the RSASA .

Arthur Phillips .
with an Abstract Design Pepper St

Anita and Alex
wearing unfinished hats.

OK WHY DO WE GET UPSET WHEN OUR WORK IS NOT ACCEPTED FOR SHOWING?
I have had my work rejected a number of times over the years and really haven‟t thought much of it. I don‟t
get in a tiff if I don‟t win a prize or aren‟t in the lime-light for a moment on the walls of a gallery. I know some
one will like the work. I also know that I have enough confidence in what I do to let others pull a piece of my
art to pieces verbally. To accept and listen to what is said and to totally ignore their critique it if I wish.
I have seen what has been the object of criticism sold or win a prize at another exhibition.
I cannot understand why we become so precious about a work that has not been hung or not accepted for hanging. I do
feel we don‟t really have to know. If we show in a prize exhibition anywhere and others win the prizes we‟re not told why
the judges pass us by. So why do we have to be so upset when we‟re not hung on the walls of the RSASA. What difference
does it really make?..... None !... Our painting is still ours and we‟re happy with it, so why worry? We paint for ourselves first
and others second and for sure it‟s not for what we make out of art. I would say that often when we‟re rejected we should
be more determined to perform our work in the way we want it to be, not back off and cry foul. In arguing and grizzling we
show the wrong side of our happy selves; we embarrass and loose our supporters and blacken the name of the club or
association that has given us so much. Now I would suggest if you‟ve had a rejection, take it on the chin and
show them up next time. Don‟t let it get to you. You are made of better things than worry about a art work that
hasn‟t been shown.
Where would impressionism have been if they‟d listened to their critics and not
persisted with getting their work hung.
Ed.

GERHARD RITTER DID WELL at the opening of
the 2011 Adelaide St Peters Cathedral Art Show,
he won FIRST PRIZE OVERALL with his oil painting
"Holding On". RH: A happy Gerhard at the
announcement with his painting “Holding On”.
Left: L-R: Rosie Hamilton, Art Show organiser, Poh Ling
Yeow, celebrity chef and official opener, Jeff Neale,
major sponsor Paradise Motors.
Alan Louis Ramachandran also received an
Award in the Adelaide Cathedral Art Show for
BEST PAINTING CELEBRAING ADELAIDE LIFE, a
rainy day scene at the junction of King William
Street and North Terrace .You can get a glimpse
of the Adelaide Railway Station at the end of the
Parliament House.
Your editor, Bob Landt won Peoples Choice at the
Port Pirie Art Prize in September with his large
watercolour Painting, “With-in the Sand hills”.
Web: http://www.rsasarts.com.au/links.html Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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Deirdre Boyd: new-members representative on the RSASA council. For two years
Deidre has been a practicing member of RSASA, ( and she says that she needs all
the practice she can get )
She was introduced to the society by Gerhard Ritter, after doing his course in
Portraiture . Deirdre was especially interested in some of the active groups; the
outdoor painting group and the life drawing group. Her other incentive was the
opportunity to exhibit in our RSASA gallery and to be able to talk to other like minded
artists. To be exposed to a wide variety of artistic endeavour is also important.
Somehow, she found herself on the council. “It's very interesting to find out how things
work. There are many members who put in extraordinary amounts of effort to ensure
exhibitions and demonstrations go smoothly”.
Deirdre is available to all new members to answer any questions and where possible help by bringing your suggestions
and ideas to council. Please contact her if you have any problems or ideas that may effect or help the Society and she
will try to assist the new member where possible. Please introduce yourself to her at the next exhibition you attend.
Dierdre Boyd can be contacted at... email dtboyd@internode.on.net or ring 84496860.

DOUG MORAN 2011
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN
PEOPLE‟s CHOICE
WINNER
ROBIN ELEY
―The Shadow of his
Former Self‖
South Australian RSASA Gallery.

Four South Australian artists
Were selected in the finalists
this year:
Robert Hannaford,
Robin Eley,
Daryl Austin,
Deidre But-Husaim

Adelaide Lord Mayor Stephen Yarwood, after being
the Mystery Sitter at the RSASA Gallery during the
Doug Moran, chose the portrait painting by Glen
Kestell as his choice. Very well done Glen. ed.

THE NEW ASSOCIATES and FELLOWS FELLOWS 2011
ASSOCIATES:
Debbie Hooper,
Denise Gaskell,
Chris Alway,
Oliver Shepherd,

Trevor Newman
Uta MooneY
Andrea Malone,
Joy Harvey,

FELLOWS:
Max Magain,
Pip Fletcher,
Denise Gaskell
Elizabeth Jackson

Graham Daish,
Anne Thompson,
Trevor Newman,
Gina De Pieri Salvi,

Uta Mooney,
Ruth Kloeden

OCTOBER DEMONSTRATION of COMPUTER MANIPULATED DRAWING
by EMERSON WARD ARSASA
Emerson Ward is an artist who produces works in the Fantasy / Sci-Fi genre and has
been doing so professionally for more than 5 years. Emerson Ward‟s primary method
in creating art involves a process by which a detailed A4 drawing in pencil is
manipulated on a computer. Photo shop is used to develop the drawings colour, tone
and background. Emerson has been creating a range of works for use in prints and
merchandise available at various fairs and markets. He has run or joined in
numerous exhibitions and is always occupied with various projects and commissions.
His demonstration was held on Oct Sunday 23rd at the RSASA Gallery. You can look
up Emerson‟s work at http://emersonward.com/ or see his work and details about
him in the RSASA Publication, Sketches and Drawings by RSASA Members 2010.
Web: http://www.rsasarts.com.au/links.html Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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Preece's Gallery in Adelaide.
Van Raalte was a founding member of the Australian
Painter-Etchers' and Graphic Art Society in 1920.
He was considered a pioneer of Australian etching.
Specializing in both aquatint and dry-point, he
demonstrated mood and was to be considered far more
expressionistic than his peers. Output was prolific and
sometimes he degenerated to recording purely a record a
place.
After Gustave Barnes's died, in 1922, Van Raalte moved to
Adelaide, becoming the curator at the Art Gallery of South
Australia. He was often volatile and outspoken.
The Advertiser found him to be 'unaffected, courteous and
a capital raconteur'.
The art gallery's storage was 'a hopeless confusion',
valuable art being kept in the cleaners' lavatory. More space
for conservation and curatorial needs was required. Extra
staff was needed. The collection of works, Van Raalte said
drily, made the gallery 'a pleasant backwater'. He soon
developed a catalogue of the large print collection.
A council-member of the South Australian Society of Arts,
he was President of its offshoot, the Sketch Club, which
he helped found.
Title: MOONLIGHT FIELDS c. 1928 South Australia.
Henri resigned from the Society of Arts and the PainterType: Print, intaglio aquatint, printed in black ink, from one plate :
Signed lower right below image in pencil, 'R. van Raalte'. (Son).
Etchers in protest against mediocrity and 'the shackles
Held in the collection of the artist, until his death in 1929.
imposed … by amateurs'. The United Arts Club was formed
Collection of Robert Benedictus van Raalte, the artist's son, by descent.
in Adelaide in 1924, and Van Raalte became president; it
was a highly successful during Artists' Week and exhibiting
the work of both interstate and local artists.
Henri Benedictus Salaman Van Raalte
He was supported by friends among the art fraternity,
(1881-1929),
but during the next year Van Raalte's clashes with some
Henri was born on 11 February 1881 in Lambeth, London,
members of the gallery's board intensified. In Henri‟s
the son of Dutch-born Joel Van Raalte, a merchant and Eng- absence, the chairman Sir William Sowden overrode a
lish born mother, Frances Elizabeth, (née Cable).
decision not to hang certain inferior works. Van Raalte then
Henry gained his educated at the City of London School,
resigned in January 1926, issuing a statement to the press
St John's Wood Art Schools and the Royal Academy of Arts
that called the gallery board 'a company of ignoramuses'.
schools. He became an associate of the Royal Society of
In March Sowden also resigned.
Painter-Etchers and Engravers, and exhibited at the
Henry Van Raalte, retired with his wife, three sons and his
Royal Academy of Arts, London.
printing press to a rented cottage in Second Valley, on the
In 1910, Henri and his brother migrated to Western
coast, South of Adelaide, . He was to produce some of his
Australia. Henri married Katherine Lyell Symers on the 6th., finest work there. He became a drinker and alcohol became
July 1912.
his nemesis.
He became a timber-getter, enjoying the bush about him.
He was well accepted by the people in the local community
He saw the Australian gums as a symbol of the greatness
and was often seen as a familiar figure, a dapper artist in
of his new home land.
an old T-model Ford car running about the area.
Henri saw the Australian gum tree as being human. His first Van Raalte became melancholy fed by financial stress
major etching, being 'The Monarch' in 1918. It was shown
and missing the company of artistic friends and their
at the Royal Academy in 1920 and realized a record
enthusiasm. On 4th. of November 1929, while his wife
Australia price of £45. He was praised by Lionel Lindsay in
was absence, he sent two of his sons for the doctor.
1918 in an article written for Art in Australia.
He then shot himself in the head.
1914 led to Henri Van Raalte settling in Perth where he
He died an hour later. He is buried at the nearby
claimed that 'Art was dead'. He was at the time working in
Bullaparinga cemetery.
a department store. He taught at a number of schools; and In December, a memorial exhibition of his work was held in
his private art classes soon grew, becoming the basis for
Adelaide.
the Perth School of Art in 1920. In 1916, the citizens of
Van Raalte was an influence on the development of printPerth's gave Henri a printing press. His art appeared in
making in Australia between the two world wars. A time of
the Westralia Gift Book.
world-wide revival in print making. Henry Van Raalte had
He held what is thought to have been his first one-man
been one of the first to produce colour etchings. His work
exhibition in 1919 which proved a success.
can be seen in most State Art Galleries, the National Gallery
Some work was sent to W. H. Gill, who was a Melbourne
of Australia, the British Museum and in many private
dealer: Henri stated: 'Some of the stuff is good, some isn't. collections.
I like it all because I did it. I regret I didn't do it all better!'
Based on an article written by Christabel Chappell (Sprott)
It was to sell well though.
ed.
During 1920 and 1924 he had exhibitions of his work at

NEW MEMBER REPRESENTATIVE : Deirdre Boyd.

Web: http://www.rsasarts.com.au/links.html Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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Asher BILU, Painter, Printer, Sculptor, and Installation Artist.
Asher Bilu was born in Israel in 1936, He began his artistic career as an artist
soon after arriving in Australia in December 1956.
Asher held his first solo exhibition at Dalgety Street Gallery in 1959 and soon
quickly followed with two further exhibitions at John Reed‟s celebrated Museum
of Modern Art of Australia in Melbourne. Since he has exhibited widely in
Australia and Europe, and has works held in major collections and institutions
throughout Australia. . He worked in the UK in 1963 though to 1965.
Asher Bilu has a reputation for creating paintings, sculpture and installations that
are fascinating, challenging and extremely moving. He changes technique as he
investigates the use of new media, however his work always reflects his ongoing
fascination with light, and a love of both music and science, especially cosmology.
In 1965 he won the Blake Prize with a work entitled I form Light and Create
Darkness – Isaiah 45:7. The work is dominated by a large meteor shape suggesting a dramatic moment in the birth of life out of chaos. Asher‟s work also includes a
commission for four paintings in the Victorian Arts Centre Concert Hall , and several
large installations, such as Amaze (1982), Escape (1992), Sanctum (1997),
Explanandum (2002), Mysterium (2003), Heavens (2006) and Invisible (2007).
I was able to see one of the large Asher Bilu Heavens as it travelled through
Victoria in 2009. To walk through a work from floor to ceiling in a gallery, similar to a maze with the light
shining through the walls of image from the Heavens was unbelievable. Ed.

Type: Etching and lavis, printed in black ink, from one plate 1/20
Title: UNTITLED 1965 Size: 34.2 x 60.3 cm

Experiencing the Inspiration of JWM Turner

painting and painting from your imagination. You may have
seen these in the "Australian Artist " magazine. He is also
one of the best known authorities on Turner's method of
painting and is well known at the Tate. I have been to
several of his workshops and been inspired greatly
by his generous and enthusiastic teaching. Tony encouraged
me to make an appointment with the curator of the Drawing
and Print Room , Julia Beaumont-Jones. I had to give
specific work that I wanted to study because it takes time to
find these as there are so many works in the archives. My
special interest is lighthouses and harbours, so I asked to
see a number of these.
I was well received ( I had a letter from Tony, that helped).
and was thrilled to be able to view and take notes and even
sketch from the work. I had 2 full days there. I cannot
express how inspiring this experience has been. But I know
that my passion for Turner and painting in watercolour will
Sketch ON THE SANDS by JMW TURNER
remain with me for the rest of my life.
St Michael's 18.4 x 25.6 cm C 1827
The rest of my holiday was filled with my own drawing
I recently had the opportunity to visit relatives in London and and w/c sketching in Oxford and York. I'm going to be very
I thought I would mix pleasure with pleasure. The greatest
busy painting and working up my drawings into something
pleasure being a visit to the Tate "Drawing and Prints Room” worthwhile. I will enjoy the challenge and hope the energy
in the Clore Gallery, where I was able to see, and touch, a
doesn't desert me. What Joy!!!
select group of seldom seen Watercolour sketches and
TATE GALLERY LONDON UK
some of Turner's original travel sketch books. There are
thousands of pencil and small w/c sketches in the archives
that are only available too see by appointment.
To see, first hand and up close, Turner's travel sketches
really help in understanding how he worked. How he took
elements from different scenes and built up images to
interpret the scene, as he saw it. This insight also helped to
confirm that my own travel sketching methods are on the
right track. I have a Very, Very long way to go, but it helps if
you know that you are going the right way.
My inspiration on this journey, was Tony Smibert, a fantastic
artist and teacher, well known for his many article on w/c
(1775-1851)
By Deirdre T. Boyd

Web: http://www.rsasarts.com.au/links.html Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rsasarts
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